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Maine Game Holds

Plans For Col by Night
Nearin g Completion

Spotlight Of Week-end Many Alumni And Alumnae

Several Changes Expected In
Lineup ; Mules Prepare To
Rreaik Jinx Of Black Bear
A; battered and worn Colby; football
eleven will face "Foxy Freddie"
Brice 's smart University of Maine
team on Seaverns Field, Saturday af^
ternoon at 2 p. m., in the first of two
State Series games to be played here
this fall. Although Maine lost to
Bates last week by a 27-7 count, while
Colby was . taking it on the chin to the
tune of 20-0 from Bowdoin , the past
is always forgotten in the intense
rivalry of a Colby-Maine game. .
Colby hasn't won a game from
Maine since 1929 and . it would seem
as if the Mule is due to come through
on the long side of the score very
soon —who knows ' hut that this may
be the year. At . any rate it is certain
that the game will be hard fought
every minute of the way.
Maine Is Strong

Maine has a very good team and
the fact that they were beaten by
Bates only indicates that Bates was
The Pale Blue eleven
stronger.
boasts a light but speedy collection
of ball carriers and a hard charging
line. Maine teams have always been
noted for their deception and this
year's club is no exception.
3v.G^de^Bigipna 7 and', Rod.^ Elliott ^ are
the Vtwo backs to be watched. Both
of these boys ' are light but fast and
(Continued from page 1)

Readin g Matter Is

Received By I. R.C

Relations
Colby 's International
Club has recently received several
books and pamphlets from the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace which are to be used in the
work of the club this year. All of this
material may be found on the International Relations Club shelf in the
main reading room in the library.
The books received thus far are as
follows : "Peace and the Plain-Man ,"
by. Sir Norman Angell ; "Democratic
Governments in Europe," by Buell ,
Chase and Valour; "Labour 's Way to
Ponce ,"' by the lit. . Hon. Arthur Henderson , M. P. ; "Intern ational Security, '! by Phillip Jessup;. "The Treaty
of Versailles and After," ! by Lord
Riddell and others ; "International
Organizations in Which the . United
States Participates," by Laurence F.
Schrneckebier,
The- pamphlets are : "Rivalries in.
Ethiopia ," by Elizabeth ;p .. . Mn cCnlInm an d Newton D. Baker; "Abyssinia
and Italy," by ,'the Royal Institute of
Int ernati onal Aff airs , London ^ "Vanishing Farm Markets and .Our e World.
Trade ," by Theodore '.. ', Vf . .Schnltz ;
"Tho . Tari ff ¦' . .ar id" its , History," b yUnited States v-Tari ff Commission ';
"Most-Favored-Nation vs.: rPre 'fe'ronr
tinl Bargaining!1'! by tho Hon. Francis
B , Sayro ; "America's "Ca pacity to
Produce mid Ameri ca 's Capacity to
Con sumo," a -d igest" of' the studios
made : by the Brookings Institution ,
Washin gton , D. C; "The¦: Formation
of Ca pital ,", a summar y,, of .a study
made by the BrookingH '•Instituti on,
Washin gton , ., D; C.; 'International
Economic Relations,'' by Commission
61'In'^uhyjnto i l^fltion-al' 'Pplicy:in ' 'Iriv
tbrna|ii6nai;;Ec6n'6mic Rbl 'ati oris ; "The
Un ite j l States and Noutrfility/'^by
Quincy Wright; "Tho Price of Peace,"
by.-/ Siv: Don , Salvador. ' Do Mndariaga;
.

.. . <i Con fcinxiod oh jiacro ,5);, , ;; ,

Peace Pro gram For
Armistice Sunda y
An affair unique in the history of
Waterville and Colby,—a collegecommunity peace program,—is now
being planned for the evening of
Armistice Sunday at 7.30 p. m., in the
Alumnae Building.
The community will be represented
by several local speakers from the
service clubs, the churches, and the
political parties. Each of these speakers will be permitted a few minutes
in which to express the stand of his
own group in respect to world jeace.
Following these statements an
Armistice day address will be delivered ' by the Reverend Steplien I.
Fritchman of Bangor, a well-informed speaker on the peace question ,
known also in this comimunity for his
work in the Unitarian church.
. A presentation of Fred Eastman's
powerful drama , "The Great Choice,"
now under rehearsal, will be presented by the college Y. M. C. A. and Y.
W. . C. A. as the concluding feature of
the program. .
Those in charge.of this affaii have
expressed the opinion, that only when
American citizens come to xegard
peace, not as merely the subject for
helpless student protests, but. as a
'quesfion" largely'"in"tlie""hands "of ""th e
whole American people , who elect the
makers of national policy, can there
be any safety against world conflict.
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Colby To Receive

Bequest of $115,000

Are Expectad To Return

Unlike last' year Colby Night will
be divided into two parts : the men
will meet .in -the gymnasium, and the
women will meet in the Alumnae
Building. Not only is Colby Night observed^ here but also, in .- Providence,
Rhode Island;. New York City ; Washington , D. C; Hartford , ¦: Cohn. ; Berlin , New Hampshire; Minneapolis,
Minnesota ; and Honolulu; Hawaii.
The women's division, will begin festivities with a picnic supper at 6 :30 ;
three hundred people are . expected to
be present. ..Immediately , after the
supper the Colby Songs will be sung,
conducted by Eleanor Ross, '37,.a nd
accompanied at the piano by Ruth
Yeaton. The returning Alumnae will
be welcomed . by! Dean Ninetta M.
Runnals.
Following this, Evelyn
Stapleton , '33, Barbara Sherman, '3.2 ,
Margaret Salmond, '34, Eleanor Rogers, '32, and the French exchange
student, Jeanne Peyrot : of Paris,
France , will relate some of their experiences in France.
The program for the rest of the
evening is as follows :'¦* Flute solo, by
Pauline Page, '39; "Colby Reminiscences," by Mrs. Edith H. Gale, '97 ;
Tap Dance, by /Elizabeth McLeod ;
Stunts by Colby girls; Stunts by
Alumnae ; Social Hour in charge of
Miss Jane Belcher; Singing of "Alma
Mater" by all present. ; Chairmen of
the committees in charge;' of this affair. '-are;! Elizabeth 'Thompson, '3&,
and Miss Mary Warren , '23.
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From King Estate

=======,

Class Officers Are

Elected By Co-Eds

Misses Lund, Wilkinson ,
Stobie and Pratt Head
Respective Groups

.

;

Mrs. King Has Previously
Given Colby Collection of ~
826 Bound Volumes
The will of Mrs. Katherine M. King
of Jacksonville, Florida, -who died recently in Florence,- Italy, has revealed
that Colby college is to be* the recipient of the residue of her estate of
$115,000.
Mis. King, long a friend 'of ' the
college, world traveler, and' lover 'of
art and literature requ ested in making this bequest that the money be
used for a library or art building on
the new campus.
The present gift of Mrs. King is
her second to the college. , Several
years ago in memory of her husband,
Mrs. King gave the college the James
King Memorial Collection, which today occupies one of the alcoves in the
downstairs library. This collection,
honoring James King, graduate of
Colby in the class of 1889 and one
time comptroller of the International
Harvester Company, consists of 826
bound volumes of famous authors
and many valuable art objects.

The campus leaders of the four
classes of the women 's division for the
term 1935-36 have been elected. The
results of the elections are as follows :
Class of 1936: Lois K. Lund , president ; Adeline E. Bourget, vice president; Ruth C. Fuller, secretary-treasurer; Grace V. Robinson , class representative to Reading Room Committee.
Class of 1937: Elizabeth Wilkinson ,
president; Lucille K. Pinette, vice
president; Ruth S. Hodgdon , secretary-treasurer ; Edith E. Emery, class
representative to Reading Room Committee.
Class of 1938: Anna A. Stobie,
president; Maude E. McLeod , vice
president ; Alice M. Mulligan , secretary-treasurer; Marion E. Dugdale
and Frances M. Coombs, class representatives- to Reading Room Committee.
Class of 1939: Pauline Pratt , presi
Alumn i Dine At Elmwood
dent; Donna deRochemont, vice presi
An attendance of approximately & dent; Jean Burr, secretary-treasurer
hundred men is expected, at the ElmThe ECHO is pleased to aeknowl
The Fireplace Room of the Methowood, where a stag dinner is to b-e edge and announce these elections.
dist church filled last Sunday night
held at 6:00 p. m. At 8:O0 ,: the Colby
with students who came to hear Dr.
band will assemble in front of the
Herbert C. Libby speak on "Bridging
building and parade to the gymnathe Gap between School and College."
sium , with the Alumni following in
Taking an entirely different aspect
John Philip Dolan , '36, of Portland , the rear. When the ban d reaches the
of the subject than that which a stuwas elected president of Kappa Phi gymnasium the program for the evendent becomes so accustomed to hearKappa , national honorary educational ing will begin immediately. After a
ing during his freshman year, Doctor
society, at its first meeting of the few cheers and selections by the band ,
Libby said that a college student
President Franklin W. Johnson will
year Tuesday evening,
Professor Herbert C. Libby of the could adapt himself to his home surdepartment of public speaking an- roundings when he left college , either
Joseph B. O'Toole , Jr., '30, also of welcome the returning alumni.
.The committee in charge of festivi- nounced today that he will meet with during vacation periods or after gradPortland , was elected vice president
for the coming year. The office of ties has not yet announced the list of the Debating Squad at 2 p, m., on uation. After pointing out the essecretary went to Thomas G, Van speakers. We can. be assured , how- Tuesday, November 5, in the college sential differences between home and
Slyke, '36 , of Allston ,. Mass,, while ever, that there will be an inspiring chapel.
college life , the speaker suggested
Herbert W. DeVebeiy also a senior , group of. talks. It is probable that
Positions on the team are open to several novel ways of adjusting these
was elected treasurer. Ralph A. Pel- some delegate from the football team all members of the student body. Stu- differences.
lerin , '36, of Waterville, was chosen will speak.a few words for the . team,' dents interested in varsity debating,
He concluded the talk with an inand: .that , Coach ' Roundy will speak: are asked to meet with Dr. Libby at spiring appeal directed toward all colhistorian of the chapter.
Five new members were initiated briefly. , The final part of the pro- tho above time.
lege-trained men and women , whom
into the Delta chapter at this meet- gram consists of getting acquainte d
For further information concern- he urged to fin d some way to improve
ing, with several prospective candi- with ;'.- thei returning . graduates an d ing debating and membership in Pi materially the community in which
dates being considered for ' admission bringing home some red apples. The Kappa Delta, refer to tho regulations they lived. Briefly, he sketched the
White.Mule mascot! is likely to put in
at a later date. •
listed under Public Speaking 13 in the tremendous opportunities for service
is
Professor Colgan read tho history an appearance Ibefo're the evening
to one's home .town in the church, in
¦
, • - ' • ' ; /v ".; ;' ; [ Colby Catalogue,
• .
of: the; local chapter which is one of over. .
the school, in the home , in the grange ,
Friday at 4:30 p. m, there will be'
the oldest in the country.. : After the
and even in politics.
initiation Professor Colgan gave a a meeting of tlie ' nominating commit- FRATERNITY AND SORORITY
By skillfully combining laugh-proSTANDINGS
demonstration with the so-called "lie tee of the Alumni Cpuncil to select
voking humor with thought-provoking
Secon d Sem ester, 1934-35
detector "/ which has been the cause candidates for the Alumni and Athwisdom , Doctor Libby made the disCouncils,
leti
c
Immediately
following
Frater nity
Avernge cussion period one of the most interof such widespread comment of late.
Among thoso who constituted the Colby Night the executives of the 1. (3) * T. K. N
7G.2 esting of the year.
„.74.5
Alumni Chapter which inducted the Alumni Council will ! prepare the 2. (2) L, "C. A
Next Sunday the Forum will servo
new members were r ProfesHor ' E. J. agenda for the regular .meeting the S. (1) T. D. P
71.5 a supper at six o'clock in the Metho- '
1
(7) D. U
Colgan , ' Mr. Philip Bither,: Registrar next day at 9:80 a\^m. v Doctor Fred71.5 dis t church , following which the groiijt
is
chairman
of
the
coun4.
(8)
K.
D.
II
E. C. Warren , Professor , A. G, Eustis', erick , C Hill
71.0 will go to the ' Universnlist church
¦ ¦ ¦¦ '
¦
Mr. Ed gar - McKay, , : an d Principal cil.' . . ' .¦ :. " ! •'•: i ,' : , .:. : . >; ,, ; .[¦ " - .j' .'; 'j 5. (0) P. D. T
—-C8.7 vvlicxc moving pictures will bo shown,
Clyde' Russell, both
68.4 '
of Winslo-.v Hi gh / D octor Cecil'Wv Clark, wh'o.was the 0. (5) Z. P
¦
'
toastma
s
tor
last
yearj
'
is
_
_
_
!
fin'ahging.foi: 7. (0) A, T. 0.
_ ._ 68.2
- . CAMERA CLUB
school. - •
a group 'of- iamilye aluhini. imbotings 8. (4) D. K . E
„
64.5
Tho
—
( Camera Club will hold a mootarpiin d r.B'oston.: .q W.hilo we aroscole- All-fmtcrn ity average
70.5 inB' for 1 tho purpose of developing '
br>itin g, ColbyiNight-he,;.-,vill bo .-ntoif N'on-fmtornity average
71.2 films , on ' Mondny evening, Nov. W ,,
tninin g .twonty-nv.d .young, Col by.gracl- AU-mon average
70.9
An yone - with films- to develop who ' '•
unt os 'at his; homo; v .-:.{..' . ;}• ¦ ;:, . ':' ¦;¦: '¦' ;• • '.
Sorority
Avorngo wishes to lonrn tho process is 1 avoI- >
,: i:iI?,i.'08)dorit;Johnson iis s(\n(Iing;groot^ 1. (2) D. D. D
76.4 como, Moot «t Chemical Hall al i7
The followin g wore recently oloct o d ings tp ; all (the n luiT)ni ;gu'6up's;.who wo 2. - (l)-" S;"K. „ _ _ - _ _
_ -75.0 P. in.
'
!• / r
' •<¦: ,
officers ' of the Intot;ii'n tiQ.iittl .Relations observing^ National Colby Nlghtin S. (8) P. M
'8
74.
Club f or .Ui- year :
i other citfos, \y . ^L, :. ':^'- "y ( ! . ;- ;- -/ \\j' 4. (0) T. U. __ _ _ _ _
, ' .. '
73,6
GYM DANCE
' • President , Robert William , 'M. '
_ L„_71.7. Tho Student • Council ' will ' hold '
5. (4) X. O. _„_ •
i
> |,
" Vic e . Presi dent, Lijci lo , Jonos, '37. \ ] . ¦ , ,,,. .; . .;, v ; V.iECHP (|STAFF';,:i tJ x
_
_
_
0.
(5)
A.
D.P.
70.0 claneo in tho Alumnao \ Buildinjj j oV
:
^H
¦ V Secrotnry-Treasur«r JahiW:;Buck ,.
, -\
; v\n v;mGmbers^ gf, ; th,,v Qd^torial attv-f All-sorority .a 'vora fio >'
78.6 .Saturday niffh l following .tlio Colby- ,; "1 ''
'
,.
'SO,
nor v- - -.^ v '^' ;:V |! rfj tyi?' : E.Q.i;o;.m.u stvlboi pi,Qserit at'tho Non-sororit y-' average '<
--76.0 Mttintf .gnme, Tho .-Whito "Mulos will '.;.'
1 .t o^be.ihcld this^woelc All-womon
Executive Committee , Co-th-i'lne ypokly. mooting
avorngc
)<
74,4 furnish tho music, and .sovoral spec- "!'
^
Lau ghton , '36; Harold Hlcfey, '80; piv ^ri d j a^,nt:¦ #$ p. ;m^iiv th 0 : Collogo
^u mbQi'B in () indlcnto tho initios will ;be ' proaontdd .-Ky ^.Poalwi 1"
*Tbo
KQnnGtlV :'Jph'hso^
p])rtBol- ^P "!gxcuso.Hi ::l!oiJ^nbt ;;a
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Ka ppa Phi Kappa
Elects Off icers

Relations Club Elects s
Officers for Year

Prof essor ;EifefoyAddresses Foru m

Debate Candidates
Are Called Out

Golby Jayv ces Take
Well-Drilled Bowdoin Teaih M.S.C.
By Score of 264
Defeats
Colby
;20-0
Elefeii
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First Victor y Over
Mules Since 1927
By Russell Blanchard
Unable to overcome a two touchdown deficit which came as the result
of a pair of devastating fumbles early
in -the first period , a fighting Colby
eleven bowed to a well-drilled and
powerful Bowdoin team 20 to 0 in the
opening State Series tussle on Whittier Field , Saturday.
The men of Adam Walsh, in defeating Colby, captured their first
victory over the Mule since 1927 and
garnered their first States Series win
in five years.
For three periods the Black and
White clad warriors of Bowdoin rendered the Mule helpless and only in
the final quarter did the Roundymen
come to life.
Hardly had the game gotten underway when Manter, classy Polar Bear
wingman , recovered a Caddoo fumble
on the Colby 37 yard line. The speedy
Bowdoin array, seeking to return to
the victory path from which it had
strayed only , a week before, immediately launched an offense which resulted in the first and what eventually proved to be the game-winning
touchdown. "Jack" Reed, carrying
on a spinner play, raced into the clear
on the first play , and was downed after gaining 15 yards. Karakashian
picked up 4 more yards and Putnam
made it a first, down . . Reed and PuthanaV/aided by. an off-side penalty of 5
yards against Colby, brought the ball
within .the Mule 20 yard marker,
whence Reed sweeping far out to the
right, raced down the sideline to score
standing up. "Buck" Sawyer placed
his kick squarely between the uprights .for the extra , point.....
¦A: second fumble, giving Bowdoin
the hall on its 40 yard line, was
climaxed by a 80 yard march for another tally. Karakashian, acting as
the spearhead of the attack, tossed a
lateral to Manter on the second play
for a gain of 31 yards. Karakashian
broke away to the Colby 8 yard line
a moment later and then followed
with a buck through tackle on which
he gave the Walshmen their second
touchdown. Sawyer again kicked the
extra point to give the Polar Bears a
14 to 0 margin,
No further scoring took place until
the fourth quarter when Johnson intercepted a Colby forward pass at
midfield and raced to the Blue and
Gray 16 yard line before being
tackled. Here the Bowdoin attack
mornentarily . stalled, only to flare
again when the Brunswick collegians
out-foxed the Colby defense on a
fake place kick and Sawyer passed to

W. B. Arnold Co.

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
op*, Floor WaK, Cooking Utensils
Polish, • Paints, Brooms
Sporting Goods

Frye for the final Bowdoin tally. The
attempted conversion was wide of the
uprights.
At tliis point the Roundymen came
into their own. Led' by "Tom" Yadwinski, who gave his all in a vain attempt to lift his teammates from the
depths of defeat, Colby launched a
late drive. . Practically single-handed
Yadwinski ran and passed in a desperate effort to reconcile a tired
Mule. He smashed his way from
Colby's 31 yard line to Bowdoin's 48
yard lin e and then tossed two passes,
one to Paganucci, -who carried to Bowdoin's 24 and another to MacGregor
who carried , the ball to the 5 yard
line. Here the whistle ceased the hostilities.
The play of Yadwinski, Young,
Lemieux, Washuk, MacGregor, Paganucci, Hooper and Sanders furnished
bright spots in an otherwise drab Colby day. Yadwinski played in his usual
sensational manner. Young played a
smashing game ' at end as did his felPaganucci.
low wingman, "Al"
Lemieux, "Washuk and MacGregor all
turned in sterling performances at
their respective backfield posts. MacGregor kicked in a superb fashion and
his blocking left little to be desired.
Hooper and Sanders, facing their first
State Series competition , showed well.
The summary :
Bowdoin

-

Colby

.

Fitts (Curran , Cox) le __
__ re, Wright (Sparkes)
Griffith- (Hepburn , Creiger) lt
_•
_rt , Stone (Landry)
Clapp (Roberts) lg
—
¦ • - "_;
.
rg, Hooper (Herald , Goodrich)
Drake (Burton) c
¦
rg, Sanders (Saliem, MacDonald)
Ashkenazy (B. Smith) rg
__ lg, Harold , (Van Slyke , Thompson)
C. Smith (Healey ) r t _ _ _ .
__ ; .
_ _ U t , Heal, (Layton)
Manter (Newman
) re ___
' " '__ l:l"_ieV,Pagariudci, (Young)
Sawyer (Putnam, Murphy ) qb
qb, Rogerson (MacGregor, Thomas)
Reed (Gentry, B. Soule) lhb
rhb, Yadwinski (Washuk, Caddoo)
Putnam (Frazier, Johnson) rhb —
lhb,Caddoo (Yadwinski, Lemieux)
Karakashian (Frye, D. Soule) fb_
__ fb , Green (Winslow, Eogerson)
Periods
1 2
3 4
Bowdoin
14 0 0 6—20
Touchdowns—Reed, Karakashian ,
Frye. Points after touchdowns—Sawyer 2 (place kicks). Referee—F. W .
Lewis. Umpire—J. A. McDonough.
Linesman—H. H. Mapes. Field jud ge
—F. T. Donahue. Time—3?bur 15m
periods.

__

__ __

ATHLETIC
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Department of Physical
Education asks the cooperation of
the entire student body, to be in
their reserved section by 1:30 on
Saturday afternoon. Stud-ents use
regular Student gate. The programs for the Maine-Colby game
will be sold to the students for 10
cents.
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not be expected to go out there in a
game and block for them. The most
obvious weakness on the team Saturday was this lack of cleaning out.
Hours have been spent in teaching
By Russ Blanchard
how to open up holes and block out
the oppos ing end and tackle , but this
work all goes for naught
in a
game when the assignments are not
Bates and Bowdoin in the lead ,
carr ied out.

foo lbaSB fancies

— C—
What Colby followers want to see
is a Colby victory over Maine. It is
easy to figure out on paper how Colby
is stronger than Maine, etc., but
games are no longer won on paper—
sad though it may be. Maine has a
very good team and will be throwing
caution to the winds Saturday. The
best that Colby followers can do is
have faith in the coach and the team
and hope for the best. There is no
doubt that Colby will be the underdog—and what a pleasant surprise it
would be to see the favorite take a
beating. Some cheering will help!!

Cornell vs. Columbia

Two brawny teams of the Empire
State,
Neither of which have done well of
late.
Cornel] , still seeking a victory rare ,
Against the Lions ju st won 't be there .
Col gate vs. Tulane

Last week the Raiders crossed my
dope.
This week ' they 're going to win—I
hope.
They'll _ turn Tulane 's Green - Wave
The date is rapidly drawing ' nea r
aside
. •',
whe n Cliff Veysey and Herby DeVeAnd on the crest to victory ride.

ber will go to New York to compete
against the cream of the collegiate
cross country runners in the I. C. 4
A Championships. Both of these boys
are seniors now and will he out to
end up their cross country career tvith
the ir best performan ces. For Cliff
a victory will mean a possible Ol ympic
tea m berth. Herby has been looking
bette r than ever this fall and all Colby 's spo rt followers will he rooting
for the plucky senior to place in the
select circle.

Dartmouth

vs. Yale

Reports have Dartmouth primed to
win ,
Ready a loss on the Bulldog to pinj
However, the jinx adds enough of a
twist
To cross the Green from the unbeaten
list.
Pe nnsylvania vs . M ichigan

A Kipke crew from Michigan , fair ,
Well known for a punt , u pass and a
prayer.
They
'll
use each one and need it , too,
College Notes—Bernie Marcus is
As
their
colors dip to the Rod and
being mentioned by Metropolitan
Blue.
sport writers as one of the outstanding backs in the East . . . which reNavy vs. Princeton
minds one that Yadwinski would look
pretty good too behind that Bates Determined Middies man their fleet
To cruise about for Tiger meet.
line . . . Frankie Gaul , local boy attending Notre Dame, is stepping into Tho ' sure the going will be rough
the limelight these days because of I think that Navy has the "stuff. "
his performance against Navy and will
be watched closely against Ohio
State in "the game " of the season at
Colombus, Saturday . . . Jack Reed ,
the boy who scored Bowdoin 's first
touchdown , is a ten second man in a
track suit.

Maiddocks

Gofife ctioneers

CARON'S
Barb er Shop

__

A pair of teams with power and speed ,
Tho' Whittier Field has claimed their
fray
Be ready for a big Bates day.

Whore College Boys Go
"Phil"
"Unck"
"J oe »

ALLE N'S
DRUG STORE

Portable Typewriter Special
(For November Onl y)
20% Discount for Cash , on any ne w
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Portable Typewriters are up-to- themiimte in every detail
Come in ' and see; tho latest

W, W. Berr y & Co.

"Say It With Flowers "
MIT CHELL 'S
FL OWERS

Pacy, '27

_J

Front Row (left to right) : Sanders , Sparkes , Caddoo , Paganucc i, Stone ,
Yadwinski , MacDonald , Lemieux.
Second Row: Coach Roun dy, Mac Gregor , Harold , Walke r , Layto n, Seay,
Merrick , Heal , Young, K. Thomas , Coach Thomas.
Back Row: Winslow, Wr igh t , Hoop er, Sheehan , Hod ges , Thompson , Roggerson , Manager Belyea.

The big question in Saturday's
game with Maine will be whether tho
STATIONER S
Oolby football player's can rise to the PRESCRIPTI ONS OUR BUSINESS
103
Main
St.
Waterville
occas i on , ' A Colby football toam
Telephone 58
Phone
.1.10
hasn 't beaten Maine since 1929 and 118 Main Street
Watorvillo , Me ,
BE AT MAINE
the luck is bound to change some day.
IX the Mules can shako off tho drowsiness that followed them in tho past
two games, thoy are apt to make
Pr o d Brice 's boys sit up and take
notice ,
.
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF
'
'
c
Thoro has boon a lot of criticism
of the coaching staff going around
since tho Bowdoin game. I am in no
. WHEN YOV THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF
position to say what was wrong with
tlie team or /whether it was run In the
proper manner. I will say, howovor, ,
We aro always at your service
• Telephone 467-W
tha*/-.'coach con toacli tho boys how
,
,
to block al' fall , but he certainly can- ••••••••• ^•^•••• ••• •-.•.U
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'Wh ere Colby Men Meet? '

\ < ' Ludy, '21
r>
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The Colby Freshman Football
team, with victories over Fryeburg
Academy and Kents Hill tucked
away, travel to Houlton on Wednesday to meet a strong Ricker Classical
eleven on Thursday afternoon. The
Frosh have only met defeat once and
that at the hands of a powerful Hebron Academy team some three weeks
ago.
Coach Bill Millett will field the
same outfit that started against Kents
Hill last week. Blond Ed Cleveland
will be at the pivot position ; Clarence
Dore and Art Chavonelle at guards,;
Laurel Hersey and Hank Blum enauer
at tackles flanked by Buster Burrill
and Johnson at the end positions. In
the backfield we find Don Maxim
again barking the signals; Mahlman
and Judy Walker at the halfback
berths and Avery Smith at fullback .
The following men will make the
trip : Blumenauer, Burchell, Burrill,
Carroll , Chavonelle, Dore, Cleveland ,
Dobbins, Hersey, Johnson , Gallup,
Malins, Ma hl man , Ran co urt , Smith ,
Stinchfield , Walker and Manager
Small. The squad will leave on Wednesday, and will remain in Houlton
until Friday, when it will return to
Waterville,
•

B y J etty Ryan

Are Back Again.
PLAI DS, CHECKS and STRIPES

i

Freshman Elev en
Meets Ricker

THE
MULE KICKS

BOW TIES

t

Colby's juriior -varsity
'
football team
looked stronger , than at any other
time during the season Monday afternoon in defeating a scrappy Maine
School of Commerce eleven 26-0. The
Mule reserves had the ball rnost of
the time and held the visitors to a
couple of first downs/
Jack Coyne was easily tlie outstanding ball carrier on the field for
the J. V. outfit and turned in several
spectacular runs ranging, from 15 to
40 yards. Bob Gilray . did an excellent
j ob' at calling signals and received
good support in the backfield from
Bob Neumer and Arn Green.
There was no outstanding man in
the line as every man carried out his
assignments well.
For the visiting team Paradis, the
captain, and a hard-tackling fellow
named Morse were the best looking
football players.
The summary :
Colby J. V. (26)
M. S. C. (0)
Dow, re _ !
le, Sawyer
' .
__ lt , Ford
Carter, rt
__
lg, Miller
Lillie, rg
Ryan, c
c, Hebbard
Gleason, T. Grier Van Slyke, lg
____
rg, Hughes
Nelson , Heal, Merick , lt__rt , Wyman
Tarbell , le
re , Brown
____
Gilray, qb
qb, Louder
Neumer, Shuman, rhb
lhb, Morse
_
Coyne, lhb
rhb, Gates
Green , fb
fb , Paradis
Touchdowns : Green ,
Shuman,
Neumer, Coyne. Points after touchdown : Gilray 2 (drop kicks). Referee, Bernhardt; Umpire, Alden;
Head Linesman , Drummond. Tim e,
4-10's.

Out To Skin The Black "Bear!!
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SILVER TAVERN

28 Silver Street
FRANCK BERKLEY, Prop.
Where College People Meet
Large German Frankforts—Vienna Rolls
Tasty Sandwiches of all kinds
The only Brick Oven Grill in town
Look for the Blue Ribbon Sign

Keep Your Eye on tkc Ball!

«_

Proctor & Bowie Co-

hardware, PAINTS AND OILS
LUMBER and CEMENT
Telephone 456-457
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Drop in for a browse.
Have a look at the smartest
array of college approved
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BANK WITH

THE FEDERAL TRUST COMPANY
33 MAIN STREET
An Institution Interested in Colby Students

MARCELLING, FINGER WAVING
SHAMPOOING, HAIR CUTTING , MANICURES
EACH FOR 25 CENTS
Tel. 1817

NASH BEAUTY SALON
"The Shop of Experience"

104 Main St. .

Quite Ideal for

' COLLEGE GIRLS
From the Land of the Rajahs and Moguls... India,
the Gem of the Orient...comes the motif of these
newest and most g lamorous of all Smocks. . Yes, we
say never, have we seen Smocks so enchanting* so
beautiful, as Barmcm's, Masters of Smock-sty ling have
given you in these "Smocks of India."

Emery - .Brown Co.
*

M M 1M LWtoddPto SBLffl
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Waterville, Maine

Tel. 207

I

Choice o£ Short or Long Styles—BASEMENT

"Just Across the Bridge"

¦ mm

CITY JOB PRINT

I

¦ BARRON'S

-

'

Savings Bank Building

j

* ,J

and other Printing for Fraternities

I

Chi Omega Sorority to
Give Sociology Award

:¦. :¦ :¦ :

,

,

Next Saturday- the Colby crosscountry
team will run against Maine
Edwin "Cliff" Veysey, Colby's stelA strong cross country team from
here
in
the first varsity race to be
Lincoln Academy headed by Hilde- lar long-distance runner, showed his
run
over
this course in eight years.
brand, Simmons, and Jones easily heels to the pick of the state's intertook over the Frosh in their second
collegiate harriers on Saturday in
meet of the season by a 23-33 score.
^Bill" Earley, "Mac" Stevens, Johnny winning individual honors for the
Powers, and Jim Chase followed the third successive year in the race for
three Lincoln runners in that order, the State Championship in cross-counYarborough, Metcalf , and Burns fin- try.
ished the scoring for Lincoln. CharIn spite of the fact that Veysey
Once ' again, the Chi Omega Fraboneau of the Frosh was followed by
Hussey of Lincoln, with "Ellie " took first place and his running mate ternity, in cooperation with the So"H_rb" DeVeber placed third, the ciology Department, announces the
Drisko and Jimmy Perry trailing.
rest
of the Colby team were so far presentation of a prize to the most
Hildebrand's time of 15:59 and
behind
that Maine took the meet. deserving senior girl in the field of
4-5 set a new record for this year
Hunniwell
of Maine captured second the Social Sciences.
over the Freshman course. The Frosh
place,
but
at
no time during the enReturning to a former custom, the
will run Wilton Academy on . Friday
tire
race
did
he
so much as threaten Fraternity presents as requirements
afternoon at 3:30.
Veysey.
for the winning of this twenty-five
The summary :
1. Hildebrand (L) ; 2. Simmons
It is of note that "Cliff" beat his dollar award that the girl have com(L) ; 3. Jones (L) ; 4. Earley (C) ; own year-old record on the course pleted more than the elementary
5. Stevens (C) ; 6. Powers (C) ; 7. which this year is 15 seconds longer courses in the department of SociolChase (C) ; 8. Yarborough (L) ; 9. than last year. According to fans, ogy, that she have outstanding scholMetcalf (L) ; 10. Burns (L) ; 11. this new scalp on Veysey's already arship in these courses, and that her
Charboneau (C) ; 12. Hussey (L) ; well-filled belt proves even more con- general scholastic record be superior.
13. Drisko (C) ; 14. Perry (C). Time, clusively that "Cliff" is the best long- The selection of this senior girl rests
15:59 4-5.
distance runner the state has ever with the Sociology Department of the
College,under the direction of Professor Curtis H. Morrow, and the presentation will occur at the CommenceEd Barron, '29
MEET ME AT
Leo Barron , '35
ment Exercises.
Since Chi Omega National is definitely interested in .the .,pursuance ;of
Skinless Hot Dogs
social studies, it is peculiarly fitting
Just off Main Street on Temple Street
that each chapter give recognition on.
"There'll be barrels of fun "
_
__
the various college campuses to this
ever broadening field.

''

- *

Wetter Clothes-Better Values at ^Pooler 's

and: one of the foremost in the
; ¦
Lincoln Academy Team Veysey Captu res State seen
country.
The scores of the ' teams were : J
Wins Over trosh in Run Cross Countr y laurels Maine,
32; Bates, 45; and Colby, 55.
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It is the Style Shop for Men and Young
Men
A> <
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49 Main Street, Waterville, Maine
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POOLER'S MEN'S SHOP , Inc.' ;:r \S
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Classes are over tomorrow , .. ' . It's COLBY NIGHT FRIDAY and the GRADS are coming to
town . . . SATURDAY your interests wilf be in the GAME and the TEAM , th en you 'll TOP off
r

the DAY at the GYM DANCE . ... .

DUNHAM'S has TOMORROW'S CLOTHING, to show you TODAY . . . It's always COLBY
WEEK

at

DUNHAM'S , . . . We're alway s interested in the" COLBY TEAMS and it is out mtetest
to give you CORRECT CONVINCING QUALITY in CLOTHES whether they 're for a RALLY

• • • GAME • ¦* ¦> DANCE or for STROLLING along the CAMPUS . . .
Get the f ootball scores every Saturday

'
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See our windows or call 114
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Clothing and Haberdashery of Distinction
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In the Interest of
Peace
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Pissociated Golle6ic_e Press
Distributor of

- Cplle^iafB Di6est
Published weekly throughout the College year except during vacation
and fin al examination periods under supervision of the students of Colby
College.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Waterville, Maine,
under the act of March 5, 1879.
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or orders to
John P. Dolan, 236 Main Street, Waterville, Me.

The Editor is responsible for the general policy, the editorials, and the make-up of the paper.
The Managing Editor Is responsible for the news.
Edi tor-isi-Chief

JAMES' X. ROSS
Managing Editor

JOSEPH B. O.'TOOLE, JR.
Women 's Editor

IOLA H. CHASE
Business Man agers

JOHN P. DOLAN and CHARLE S R. GEER
Frederick Demers, '87
R. Irvine Gammon, '87

.

Robert N. Anthony, '8_
_,. Russell Blanchard, "88

Associate Edi tors
M. Gerald Ryan, '37
David M. Treeartin, '87
Assistant Edi tors
Joseph Cieclion, '38
Harry K. Hollis, '38

Lucille K. Pinette, '37
Marj orie D. Gould, '37
Donald B. Bead, '38
Edward J. Seay, '38

Circulation Manager

ARNOLD S. SMALL
Advertising; Manager

NORMAN R. ROGERSON
James F. Flynn

Assistan t Busines s Managers
Edville G. Lemoine

John H. McNamara

Along Comes Colby Ni g ht . . . .
college celebrates what is known as Colby
VHY N Friday evening our of
the freshmen and other new students here
For
the
Night.
benefi
t
V ^ J let
it be explained that Colby Night is an annual occurrence on the
^^
series football game. At that time, many
eve of Colby's first home state
to catch glimpse
and
return
alumni
of-the ; college as it is today
a
^alumnae
arid to see the football team In action.
• The celebration of Colby Night takes the form of a giant rally in the
gymnasium with cheering,.band music and several speeches as the features
of the program. The grid team puts in its appearnce , the coaches and
various members of the team express their feelings about the game on the
morrow, and alumni speakers recall incidents about Colby football teams
during their days here as undergraduates.
All of this program has but a single main purpose,—to arouse some spirit
and enthusiasm in the student body and to give the team an impetus of
moral support. The cheering at Bowdoin last week was an improvement
over previous weeks, but there is still plenty of room for display of Colby
spirit through the medium of cheering. On Saturday of this week the
team representing the undergraduates of this college take the field against
the University of Maine. eleven in the renewal of a long and bitter rivalry.
Not since 1929 has the Blue and Gray of Colby triumphed over the Pale
Blue of Maine. This week'Colby has a good chance of defeating the Maine
outfit, and with the support of the students in the stands their chances of
victory will be enhanced. Colby Night will provide an opportunity to
arouse some real enthusiasm in the student body, which should carry over
to the game on the following day. We suggest, therefore, that each and
every member of the student body attend the Colby Night rally and enter
into the spirit of the affair to the utmost.
One additional item might be added which is often overlooked. "We. are
apt to forget that alumni returning to Colby for the Colby Night festivities are eager to see the college and its students. Any enthusiasm or spirit
produced by artificial methods will not be good advertising for the college ;
nor will it cast a favorable impression of Colby students upon those who
are visiting here over the week-end. We suggest that each student he
careful about his conduct during the entire week-end. So attend the rally,
enter into its spirit , and CHEER CO LBY T O VICT ORY OVER MAINE
TO MAKE THE WEEK-END A COMPLETE SUCCESS!!

What About Music? . . . .
COLBY'S music has progressed. Accredited musical participation is
a privilege to be greatly appreciated. Yet, there is still much to be
desired in tho musical organization ; else why is there this constant
reiteration of tho shameful ign orance of Colby's songs; why does a freshman class appeal to its uppeTclass follows to demonstrate a little collogo
spirit ; and why is it liko making eight o'clocks to assemble the ban d for rehearsals? Much thought and pl anning has gone into making p ossible the
room to belong solely to tho musical organizations; and still this condition
exists,
Should tho blame bo laid on tho smug satisfaction and prevalent
'
• disinterestedness among tho students ; or should Colby, as a Liberal Arts
v College, b- willing to go a stop further and grant\to Music its rightful
place among tho departmental curricula ? As it is- now, any musical participation
ia choked by other extra-curricular activities; whereas a definite
'
schedule would solve such difficulties. With tho avid support of tho
Alumnno who already have sot aside a .und , a realization of cultural opportunities of this sort ou ght not to be hard.
' " Surely, then, if courses ot definite timo could bo anticipated those
1 students interested In music would come to Colby, a college where tho high
)
' J art of music is recognized , and,—yes, whoro even tho rich, full harmonics of
¦ ' Colby's be autiful Alma Mater could bo rendered as it dosorvesl
' '
,
,
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International Relations club has
pulled its snappiest number yet . . ' .
campus leaders desk-pounding Johnson and wheedling Dernarinis pro-andcorined for cousins Haile and Benito
. ' ..¦' . Newly prexied Bob William as
suave referee . . . Amazing vote by
audience (on speeches, not private
sentiment) : Italy bingoes Ethiop. by
a good margin . . . which commends
the impartial Colby spirit . . . and
—makes us quote : "No' internat'l
situation can be conceived of in terms
of villains and angels. The Kaiser
was not a 'mad dog' . . . participation' by our Gov't in a survey . . . of
n atural resources . . . and removing these economic blessings from a
list of the causes of. war, will be an
appropriate next step . . . in harmony with the wise . . . foreign
policy of Sec. Hull. Meantime, the
less hate we spread with our condemnation of Italy's policy, the better." (Peace Action, Oct.) . . . Not
bad , Tony?
And speaking of lie-detectors : 339
psychiatrists representing thirty nations launch campaign . . . to make
world immune to war propaganda
. . . recalling war horror inventions
of 1914, they urge leading statesmen
to help prevent "war psychosis."
-lays of hope: Author-reviewer
Florence B. Boeckel sees glimmerings— (1) Even European statesmen
see that "war cannot be prevented
nverely by its suppression by force. "
(2) Compared to 1914, newspaper
reports show "great advance in public grasp of the war problem." ( 3)
So-called peace books also advance,
sensing economic aspect of peace and
war . . .'

The Collegiate Review
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
. Mt. Holyoke. . girls like ham, it
would seem. The college chef prepares it 560 pounds at a time.
Three unusual courses of study,
open to the public, are being offered
at Yale this semester. They include
a course in "world problems" with
current newspapers as texts, a study
of the nineteenth century novel in
America, and a survey of Western
art from an cient Egypt to the present time.
Herbert Hoover, Jefferson Davis,
Benjamin Franklin, Henry Hudson ,
William Pemi, David Livingston and
Ben Hur are registered at the University of North Carolina this year.
A professor Kipp of the law faculty at the University of Bonn , in Germany, was forced to resign recently
because his maid patronized a Jewish
butcher.
The game of Lawn Bowls, one of
th e oldest as well as one of the simplest of out-of-door games, is finding
increased popularity in American colleges. Several schools now include
it on their co-ed athletic programs.
Professor R. II. Sherill of the University of North Carolina school of
commerce took on five New York
thugs recently when ono of them took
30 cents from him. Although three
radio patrol cars finished the thugs
after Professor Sherill had knocked
out one of them, he is credited with a
moral victory.
The Germans act Shakespeare better than anyone else, in the judgment
of professor Elliot of the English department at Amherst,
Charles Darwin spent eight years
dissecting ovor 10,000 barnacles, He
be came interested in tho structure of
on e species, anil because of erroneous
knowledge and lack of information
proceeded to do this groat work,
Announcement of tho di scover y of
a red-tailed' hawk new to science was
made nt Cornell university recently
by Dr. George M. Sutton , curator of
birds at' tho university.
Columbia university will receive a
cash bequest of .1)26,0 00 to be used
"to f ound as many scholarships as it
will in the schools of applie d science "
un der the terms of tho will of one ' of
its graduates, Dr. Frank Vandorpoel
of East Orange, N. J., who died last
m onth/

Roscoe Pound, dean of Harvard
Law school arid one of . the giants of
American j urisprudence, was once
blacklisted by the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Of the 800O students at C. C. N.
Y., only .three; per cent are communists, according to a survey recently
conducted" by the American Legion
Post No. 717, composed of Dr. Irving
N. Eattn er, commander ; faculty
members and graduates. It is Dr.
Rattnei^'s plan to reform all the student communists , who are really just
misguided boys, he says.
A decided swing against the New
Deal in the last . 15 months among
members of the Yale class of '24 is
reflected in a recent poll. Sixty-nin e
per cent of the class voted against
the President while 15 months ago 68
per cent favored New Deal policies.
To solve the small school's problem
of obtaining enough football material, five Iowa high schools of small
enrolment have formed a conference
and agreed to develop teams of six
rather than eleven players.
Clifford Odet' s play, "Waiting for
Lefty," a controversial subject in
Massachusetts during the last year,
will be produced by the Dartmouth
college players in December.

ECHO
Echoings
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Ever picture yourself these days
out in the woods with a gun and a
dog,—and your favorite (?) Prof.
in the guise of a nice fat partridge on
that tree limb.
— C—
The Sophomores at the University
of Minnesota have passed a set of
"stringent rules" for the guidance of
the Freshmen. It is announced that
these will be strictly enforced. Four
of the rules follow :
Freshmen shall tip their caps to
Sophomores on the campus.
No Freshman shall wear a derby on
the campus or to any university function.
Freshman socks and ties are to be
seen and not heard.
No Preshman shall fuss on the campus.
The last rule applies to girls as well
as men.
The Cornell Daily Sun for October
12 says :
"Although today is a State holiday
having been set aside as Columbus
Day, the fact does not in any way
affect the University. There will be no
cessation of University work, but the
banks will remain closed all day."
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
The publication of "The Religion
of Colby Men ," and "Where the Undergraduates Come From" has been
indefinitely postponed , at the request
of the Registrar.
—C—

Colby Friend Dies After
Scrib has finally gone to his reward, and it is with the most profound regret, that we call attention
to Ms sad passing. Perl Scribner as
he was known in business circles, hut
just plain "Scrib" to Colby students
and athletic fans throughout Waterville, has finally answered the call,:
and only after weeks of suffering,
weeks in which, he fought vainly
when all hope had turned against him.
To his many Colby friends his absence was conspicuous when college
opened this fall. The laclc of his bantering remarks and criticisms of this
thing and that have made events
quite dull over at the "Big Little
Store" opposite Dutton House. All
Colbyites who so often gathered for
a lunch at "Seribs" came to know
him and respect him. His interest in
Colby sports was undying and many
a Sunday morning he would rehearse
the entire game from the kick off to
the final whistle. His stories could be
matched only by his good friend and
patron , the colorful Mike Ryan, former Colby track coach, who used to eat
at "Seribs."
Few Alumni ever return to Colby
without visiting "Scrib" and talking
over old times. In his own words he
has seen them "come and go," and
now that finally his time to go has arrived we can not help but feel that
Colby students are losing a glowing
spark of that fervent spirit, the kind
of spirit that wins ball games, and
those of us who have come to know
and appreciate "Scrib" can feel that
his spirit still marches on—requiescat
in pace.

_Ye GladiaTor Colum n

Dear Gladiator :
I believe I am right in the assumption that every individual is endowed
with the right of free speeh. This
not only holds good under the Constitution of the United States but also
should hold good under the statutes,
smoke screen or what-have-you of
Colby college. Why, the n , is it denied to us who , wholly by choice , have
preferred to deviate from the accepted rule and pledge non-sorority.
At a recent mass meeting of nonfrat girls. Pan Hellenic asked us
who do not conform to kindly keep
our mouths shut concerning all matters dealing with the Greelc Letter societies. Still, the sistern of these
great organizations aro - allowed to
giv e parties and "namby-pamby " the
Freshmen into pledging allegiance to
their particular groups.
We are criticized as being "different. " Of course we 're different. We
have the courage of our convictions
and fully intend to stick by our guns.
Why should we, a recognized group
on campus, be denied the privilege of
free speech ?
Non-Sorority, by choice.

One second to answer this. If a
Colby man attends a football rally,
shouts "The old. fight" twenty times,
spells Colby loudly ten times and
cheers all speakers loudly, gives seven
cents and one button to the band and
destroys, for some unknown reason ,
three hymn books—compute his Colby spirit.
The only Sporting Goods Store with
Everything for Sports
—C—
58 Temple St.
Waterville , Me.
The professor was becoming exasperated. "Youn g man ," he asked,
"aro you quite sure you are all right
in tho head?"
f
GENERAL INSURANCE
"l dunno ," repli e d Omar Oshkosh;
"but ," ho added hopefully, "I was
18S Main St.
Waterville , Me.
when I cam e in horo. "—Notre Dame
Juggler.

Daki n
Sportin gr Goods Co.

Boothby & Bar tlett Co.

STUDEN TS OF COLBY

POSTAL TEL EGRA PH An nounces a

20% Discount for All Messages Sent
Wit hin the State

At Your Servi ce CIT Y HALL S QUARE

Gets full benefit of Colby's blonde outlay of hundreds oi\ thousands of
Will .Rogers . . . laureate of the dollars for radio education. *
;
"Esco rt Incorpo -ated"
Schemer's column.,
"business
firm
doing
down
new
a
It's
— C—
deROCHEMONT . . . on the campus of Washington uniDONNA
Personality plus . . . third of the de- versity (St. Louis) .
_C—
These past three Sundays have seen
Rochernont lineage to grace Colby
anything
novel
.
.
FLINK
.
six members of the faculty as, dinner ,
RITA
. . . Already duly honored . . . viceIt's like this—four BMOC (big
guests of the Tau Delta Phi Fratern- is : always intriguing . . . thus Miss prexy of the greensters . . . who are
men
on campus) have pooled their
ity. Professors Wilkinson arid Eustis, Flink earns first place in this column no longer green . . . broad interests
charm
to make it easier for the cam.Brof essors ' Palmer and Smith , and . . . Colby's gift from divine Provi- . . . geographically and intellectu ally
pus
girls to date them. They accept
Professors Morrow and McCoy have dence . . . The famil y talked Pem- . . . U. of N. H. to be specific . . .
successively attended. . These affairs broke . . . Rita talked Muleberg et Carried away the R's from Rockland applications for a date from any girl
money.
are , closely , synonomous with Presi- la voici . : .. ,- '. with clothes and clothes High . . . debating . . . sports . . . provided she will furnish the
dent Johnson 's opening address at and then some . . . Unfortunate et cetera . . . Juggled a hockey stick The remainder will come from the
which he asked, among other; things enough to room near Bell's apparatu s for an injury but wait 'til you see her men—their prestige, charm, their
'
for closer student-professor relation- . . . but it's beginning to square up on ice . . . no fumbling there . . . own cars and the evening's good time.
ships at Colby. Tau Delta Phi has . . . 'bout an even half are for her enthusiastic about everything . . . We do not know whether the boys
employed these informal dinners for . . . He could save time by walking it's inborn we suspect . . . and last retain the option of submitting an exnearly three years, and plans to con- instead of calling . .' . y 'see she's al- but not least . . . she's a darn good pense account after the party.
— C—
tinue them.
ready Brand-ed.
scholar.
We shan't say what college paper
— C—
this item came from, but it goes like
MAINE GAME
this : "We regret to state that we did
VIOLET HAMILTON . . . Back
not have the information about John
HOLDS SPOTLIGHT to Maine again . . . to the state
—correct. He is not an instructor,
where she was born . . . The blonde
(Continued on page 5)
but
a fellow. Dr. Wolf is not head of
reason why more people study evenis
to
win.
Colby
if
the
botany department. There is no
to
be
held
will have
ings in the upstairs libe . . . Major as
carriers
ball
botany
department. It's biology. It
are
such
there
Then
ing in the fine art of speaking in pubThe
Colby
Camera
Club
held
a
and
Swenson
Smith,
is
not
Durham
university, but Duke
Dow,
Littlehale,
lic . . . a New Jersey background in meeting Monday evening in the Alumconsideration.
university."
taken
into
also to be
dramatics and anticipating a Colby nae Building. Laura M. Tolman, '36,
Captain ArbieDoherty plays a great one . . . just the type . . . Though president, was in charge and outlined
game at left end; while Seth Williams 'tis whispered he's going to be . . . several coming meetings. She proposDr. Loir of Le Havr e, France : "If
and Harding have been holding down well you know . . . Violet says he's ed a joint excur-sion of the camera rats could be given intelligence tests
the right wing. Nolan Jackson and Jake-with her!!!
clubs of the four Maine colleges next they would rate higher than the averDana Sidelinger will probably get the
¦•: . ¦ . • ¦ .:
spring to some scenic locality such as age man.".
C—
Ernie
Bricemen.
for
the
tackle
call at
Dr. Gilhousek of the University of
Bar Harbor. It was voted to investiReidman and Burleigh Roderick will
MARJORIE TOWLE . . . a Bon- gate the possibilities of such a trip. Southern California: "There is abprobably flank Dewey Proctor at cen- nie Farmerette from the northern The club voted .to purchase a photo- solutely no basis for comparison beter. The Maine backfield will have wilds of Maine . . . a few paces from flood lighting outfit which will make tween rats and human beings."
Higgins at quarter ; Elliott and Smith Houlton . . . not the typical farm- it possible for members to photograph
Dr. Loir : "Rats outwit humans at
at the halves; and Littlehale at full. er's daughter . . . but looks . . . their own rooms or make portraits of every turn.
The fcest . trapping
'
Coach Eddie Roundy will not dis- hair . . . eyes . . . and rosy cheeks their friends.
methods merely encourage polygaclose his starting eleven until game . . . student of the classics . . . and
James M. Coyne , '36, editor of the mous habits, since traps catch the
time, but it is likely that he will favor knitting . . . she's doing the same Oracle, spoke to the club concerning males that roam while -the. females
his more experienced men. Steve sweater the fourth time . . . at last a plan for making photographic illus- stay with the young." ' . . . . .
Young and Bob Sparkes have been reports . . . hasn 't taken up knit- trations for the division pages of the
(We give you this in accordance
showing plenty at ' the ends. Tiny ting to pass the time away . . . that's next year's Oracle. The members with our policy . of keeping strict acStone and Carl Hodges will probably not necessary . . . Rates with the voted to accept this task as a club pro- count of what the best minds are
be in their regular tackle positions. Kappa Delts . . . Played basketball ject and will begin along experimen- thinking) .
Paul Harold and Ed Goodrich are a at Easton (that's the place a . few tal lines immediately. Mr. Coyne also
— c—- -\. V;;
good bet to start at guards ; while paces from Houlton ) . . . Pretty spoke concerning the snapshot conLaw students are quick to catch
Wayne Sanders looks good at center. pally with U. of M.'s ex-constellation test which is open to all students.
on. . ¦
The backfield is likely to look dif- MacBrj de . . . fourth or fifth cousin
The club's collection oi photo- . A story is now going, the rounds,
ferent from the quartet which took . . . distant enough to be interesting graphs which was exhibited here last of a student whose .law school fees
the field at Brunswick. Rum Lemieux . . . That in short is Marjie!!
spr
ing, has been returned from the were raised from $40 to $50. Canny,
has been working at quraterback.
Portland Camera Club, where it has he looked at his college catalogue and
— C—Stan Washuk and Charlie , Caddoo
been on view during the summer, and the catalogue said fees were to be
GLADYS RODRIGUEZ . . . snap - was displayed around the.room. After
have been alternating at right half.
$40. So he sued 'his college adminisTom Yadwinski should get the call at ping dark eyes . . . saucy bangs the formal meeting, Joseph C. Smith, tration for the extra $10. The whole
left half. Either Norm Rogerson or . . . a native . . . not the grass faculty adviser, commented on the in- law school faculty was lined up
skirt type . . . but a co-ed from the dividual pictures.
Bob Winslow will be in at fullback.
against him , but the judges gave the
U.
of Puerto Rico at San Juan . . .
Tentative Colby line-up :
boy the hod. He won his case.
another who has a head start on the
Left end , Paganucci or Young.
frosh . . . Not exactly the languorLeft tackle, Hodges.
That reminds us of a similar incious Puerto Rican senorita . . . vivaLeft guard , Goodrich .
dent
at the University of Minnesota.
cious . . . enthusiastic . . . sings
Center, Sanders or Saliem.
Last
year, the editor of the campus
Right guard , Thompson or Harold . . . taps . . . and talks . . . . Knows
year
book
noticed that the athletic dea joke for every occasion . . . Has a
Right tackle, Stone.
partment
was
intending to charge adhigh school pin . . . honorary socieRight end , Sparkes or Wright.
mission
to
the
Yale-Minnesota hockey
ty . . . a bit xindecided about the
Quarterback , Lemieux.
series
The
editor
looked on the back
Right halfback , Washuk or Caddoo future . . . but for the present . . .
of his season athletic ticket and saw
she can 't go home week-ends.
Left halfback , Yadwinski.
that hockey was included in the sports
— C—
Fullback, Winslow or Rogerson.
covered by the ticket. He demanded

Tau Delts Entertai n
Prof essors At Dinne r

Freshman Co-Eds
Who ,Whcre,and Why

Colb y Camera Club To
Seek J oint Excursion

i

WHITE MULE
The first issue of the White Mule ,
Maine game number , will be on sale
on Colby Night. Students who have
not subscribed may get copies at the
College Bookstore.

MARY STONE . . . Introducing
the Lady in Reel . . . straight from
Greenwich
Village . . . something
new at Colby . . . knits at the gym
dances . . . Has ideas on the Social
Order ; . . at least something original . . . Almost too generous . . .
a friend to all who know her . . .

Meet Your Friends This Week -end at

PARKS' DINER

Get a New Overcoat for the
Colby-Maine Game

Hart Schaffsiei* & Marx
$00.50 up
Curlee Over coats
Vr
WmWB
^Bm

$1 8-50 UP

Fred Sterns , '29

Geor ge Sterns , '31

' STERNS

93 Main Street

—

Waterville , Maine

these > United-' States;'/%TKerei. is%'j io"
simpler - way of obtaining -information;
than that afforded by:the "radioJ 'just
as there , is nothing that }affordsamusement with less intellectual , eft
fort on the part of the audience, .than
the current cinema. Not that either
of these two praiseworthy phenomena
is intrinsically debasing; it is" merely '
that they both depend for succession
an appeal to the mass-mind, ^and .the
level of the ' mass mind as found , at
about 14 years. So . ..
But there are worse,things to come,
say the scientists. The only barrier
between us and illiteracy ~ 'is the
American press, specifically the" newspapers. The country is full of people
who read nothing but newspapers'." Already radio is encroaching on the
news field ; it is easier now, in some
instances, to get one's news over the
air than it is to read it for oneself.
And what of increased radio activity
in this field, my masters, and what of
television? Imagine the alert television reporter, broadcasting pictures
and a running description of, for instance, a session of the United States
Senate, complete with sound effects.
Who'll read the newspapers then ? A
few people surely ; there is some1 truth
in the often-reiterated statement that
"the newspapers will never go." But
the people they will cater to in the
future will be those who want interpretative and background material,
matter that can never be instantly
prepared.
Mr. Joe E. Moore, of North Carolina State college , is an enterprising
fellow, and a gentleman of parts in
the psychological field. He has recently published , in the Journal . of
Abnormal and Social Psychology, a
treatise giving the results of an experiment he undertook to discover
the annoying habits common to, the
college professor. Mr. Moore had a
class of 123 elementary psychology
students study 112 professors for two
weeks and then turn in a report on
the teachers ' annoying habits and
mannerisms.
What with salary waivers, 8 o'clock
classes, recalcitrant and bone-headed
freshmen , and the high price of pork,
life was hard enough before.
C
There are professors who did not
know, perhaps , that "standing in an
awkward position " is very painful to
some students , and 'definitely retards
their concentration. Similarly, your
careful pedagogu e will not "walk
around too much" nor will he effect
"odd color combinations in clothing."
And it is de rigeur to speak in "complete statements " and not scratch the
head nor "talk too low."

__ —

in the name of the student body that
the ticket contract be kept and an
NOTICE
uproar ensued. But the athletic deThe meeting of tho freshman men
partment was "over the barrel," and
on the class nominating committee will
was helpless.
be held- at 8^.00 p. m. on Tuesday of
¦—C —
next week in Recitation Hall. The
Now that we have come to the end Student Council will conduct
the
of this column we feel it safe to in- n ominating.
form you that a professor of rhetoric
at the University of Illinois has deGLEE CLUB
clared that "columnists belong to the
moron school of writing."
All members of the Men 's Glee
Club are reminded that the regular
. The radio and tho movies have of weekly rehearsal will bo held on
A few days ago an announcement course raised figurative and literal Thursday night at 7 :00 p. m. in the
was niade to the students on the Mc- hob with the status of learning in music room in Coburn Hall.
Kinlock campus of Nor th we stern university. A voice class for amateur
harmonizers was to be opened on the
ninth floor of the Ward building.
One d ay a f ter the class be gan the
dean in charge moved his office -from
the eighth to the first floor.
164 Maitt Street
—
Phone 80 ^X?^2^~^
Prophecy : One of the big foundations with headquarters in New York
soo n w ill ma ke announcements of an
^
ili
¦»i ¦ i __W
We learn by remote control that
the girls in a certain boarding house
at the University of- Wisconsin now
have placed little placards up beside
the phones in the house. The placards
say, "Gentlemen guests will please
not answer calls,"
It is a development of an embarrassing situation of last spring, . One
day the dean of women called the
boarding house and a deep masculine
voice answered, "Third Floor. " , ;
'
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Peter Pan Beauty Parlor

Style, Quality and Expert Service
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READING MATTER IS
RECEIVED BY I. R, C,
( Continue d ' from p a ge 1)
"Germany 's Foreign Policy, " by International
Consultative
Group,
Gonova ; "Tho Abyssinian Dispute,
Tho Background of tho Conflict," by
a ' group of expert students oi! i.itei>
national affairs ; "Tho Economic and
Fimmciiil Position of Italy," issued b y
tlio Information Department, Ro y al
Institute of Intornation .il Affairs.
Any students interested in any of
this material may obtain those books
by calling at tho closlc in tho library.
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All Packs Colby Seal Stationery
Consisting of

15 Sheets

10Envelopes

25c
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' S_ta__.iB-X-.eB*
' -i_iap_-__.l_.ffl
- Sees. All,
He*es AH,
Tcfls All
AMONG OTHER THINGS . . .
¦;' Was ias /surprised "as anything to
see kdr Gammon kicking the ; gong
around so, vigorously -last Friday eve
:y : ¦' ;; Also saw Jake -Berry supping at
¦
a; very late , i hour/last evening . •; ' .
;
'
'
'
:
'
'
wit h 'ra?; -t 'o wnie.;^- .'; .. .whp; had • j ust
mealed about three doors lower on
the rue : . . . to stop the idle; chatter
here; and about . ;. .' the fact that
the Wepfer-Evans duo was abroad at
such an; inconceivable hour was certainly ' perfectly on the level . . .
she having taken the necessary steps
:;v ' ;';¦': ' .•;the Puritan rapidly becoming
the rendezvous where one can find
anyone from anywhere;.. . . to wax
in; the somewhat romantic mood .
we ask why it takes Earl Wade so
long to; say goodnight; to that f emme,
Thelma . . . also the fellow could
endeavor a little' more to get home before'- the porte is shut tight for the
night - . . . so, he wouldn't have to repeat the physical exertion of going in
through the wi ndow-. .". Know a
gent who would, like so much to see
Sally Aldrich's ' moniker in the frosh
personality column . . . says she's
worthy of it by far . . . and in case
you 're curious minded . . . the gent
is Clarence Dore . . .
; '¦ " •' — c —

.

BRUNSWICK BITS OF BANTER . .
The colbyites were more than nume r o u s : . . . Polly Walker confined to
the 1 same frat maison for most of the
time . . . met her brother - .. . and
he's an o. k. guy . . . Charlie Geer
and'Faith. Hinckley coupling ' •. . . the
latter in ' a temporary break-tip with
Burt; Mosher .". . but the two will
be- warm-hearting again very soon
; ; v alid Jim Ross . . .• 'who keeps
the French postmen working for their
¦
sheckles ¦ . . . Ruth Fuller and a

polar bear male . . . this was all unfolded . before us at .the. gym' dance
;:' . . which . was (inicidentailly so
sober and conservative . '.'. ' .: that it
presented a much , too dreary affair
' . ' .¦ • and that hasn't been tapped in
the sour grape attitude . . . Bob
>Blake and; Emma Small are talking it
oyer ; with Cupid again. ,'¦ / . then
there was Cleo Tuttle . . . who the
stooge said to remark was as nice as
ever ;. . . Betty , Wilkinson and Hew' lie ' . '¦•¦¦Wade. , round-making . . . Lo'ie
Lund tea-dancing . . . and took the
spotlight ; easily . ..- .. ' . Andy Anderson
cotching many clever lookers . . . .. in
his own harvardian manner .
¦' •' — C —

the place in a peculiar fashion . . . a but we 're offering it to you in toto,
picture of ia mule's ' head , with the an d exactly as penned .. . - .. (reading
wordage beneath running "Just lost time , % min.) . . .
a tooth" . . . the one who can guess The one sane man on "campus ,
the i-eceiver gets the tin-plated badge Is the subject of contention;
for the day ; . ; guess what . . .
saw Rhythm Russ doing the 69 .'¦ ' . . His caustic observations
and guess what again . . . a big sur- Have; commanded wide attention ,
prise this time . . . Ned Sparkes His' comments—disillusioned—
Set the Freshmen 's faith a-shaking,
calls Lois Lund the "little girl"
whereupon she sidles up beside him An d his disregard for progress
and they saunter off . . . saw and Checks the Forum 's morale-making.
heai'd this Jimmy Lachance who's appearing at Castle Gardens Friday eve "He's an insect in the ointment--a. few summers ago . - . ...at the Rose- A pox upon ;his hide !
land ballroom . . . is oke .' . . H er- Asphixiate the infidel !"
by DeVeber- going co-ord minded The campus leaders cried.
again . . . this time in the Mower "We can not shut this cynic up.
House direction . . . the baldy on He's spreading mirth and doubt.
Frosh Jones rates' a laugh . . . a The only course that's l ef t us
razor job to be sure . . . can 't covei Is for us to 'bring him out .'
it with a wig . . . so says the proctor We'll put him on a- peace panel—
. . . Al Pierce with a picture of the Deftly guid e his thinking
townie co-ord on his desk '. . . with Make him formulate a cause
whom he rates aces . . . down to the And gave up idle drinking."
Bowdoin game together . . . even
heard him speak lovingly of her this
noon . . . Sir Malcolm Flynn . . .
on; his escapadic jaunt.. . .' i n a
HARDWARE
hurry . . . or something . . . ColSport ing Goods, Paiats and Oils
by 's poet laureate . . . T. Grier . . .
29 F*-ont Street, Waterville
giving our red friend , Mary Stone,
quite a bit of companionship . . .
Priscilla Jones is among the 0. K.-iest
. . . Frosh Butler shaved off the 3weeker . . . because of a date . . .
In the White Mule to come on Friday
eve, one is told that the late Will Rogers' picture "Steamboat Round the,"
etc., will be released in December
. . . you 're a little too late, Mulers it's
Regular Dinners, Steaks,
showing at the Haines even to-nite!!!
:

STILL SPUTTERING . . .
Saw a somewhat , constant couple
of late . . . Ann Thayer and Larry
Sullivan . . . then there 's Freda Abel
to make it the eternal three sided
figure .: . . it was more than good to
see the smart Peg Salmond at the
game. . . more; than a few are beaming because she shook the old operation
bugaboo . . . Lucile Naples
. . . the exotic ; Mary Lowite . . .
earned the title of bein g very popular at the Alpha Delt house . . . as
did her house-mate, Polly Pratt, at
an adj oining shelter of brotherhood
. . . George Holbrook . . . Vmme
Allen became very interested in & coord . . . wearing a black coat . . .
he related to me . . . we found out
later 'twas Althea Webber . . . was
very, very surprised to hear who the
girl was who asked for the D. T.
house . . . Kay Watson and Joyce
Perry gaming . . ¦ . the latter pulling
the old aspirin trick . . . tsk, tsk,
— C—
Joyce . . . which reminds us that the . Take a looksee at what came in our
two were stranded outside the mail . . . maybe it'll bring an anMower House t'other nite . . . and swer . . . and maybe it won't . . .
couldn 't open up the portal . . . altho they did have the key . . .

— C—
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• • • made of
mild rhe
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rip e tobaccos . . ,\
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we believe Chester- '
fields will add a lot
.'
to your pleasure.
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Rollins-Dunham Co.

Dine at

PURITAN
®
Chops, Sea Foods
I ce Cream , Sodas
Home Made Candies

Visit us for prompt, courteous service
146 MAIN STREET

Rhodes Scholarships
Are Sought By Two
John G. Rideout , '36, and George
H. Crosby, '36, are the two Colby students who are competing for the
Rhodes Scholarship for next year, according to a recent announcement by
Professor Car!J. Weber, this college's
representative of the Rhodes Scholarships.
There is a competition for Rhodes
Scholarships every year in every
state. For the purposes of the election , the 48 states are divided into
eight districts 'of six states each.
Each state committee is impowered to
nominate two men to appear before
the district committee , and from the
twelve men so nominated the district
committee selects four to represent
their states at Oxford. The state may
thus receive two scholarships or none
in any one year in accordance with
the merits of its candidates.
State committees will meet De
cember 12 to 14, and district commit
tees on December 16.

Elm-wood Barber Shop
REQUESTS
YOUR PATRONAGE

'

Felix Audet, Proprietor

j
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When You Think of CANDY
Think of

j
!

H A G E R' S

113 Main Street
WATERVILLE , MAINE
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Shamp oo --- Massage

but they sure are mild
and theysuregot taste

^

'

J. L. GIGUERE BARBER SHOP

IT'S DOPE . . .
To get back to the Mower establishment . . . a missle was received yesterday . . . from
White
Plains,
Mass. . . . addressed to someone in
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Oh Van, your days are;numbered-^
There's a bounty on your souL
You 'll fee a campus leader ¦yet;.. ' .' ¦-;
You 'll be WORKING TOWARD A
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